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Purya ‘raimondii’ queen of the Andes. It’s the largest bromeliad species reaching up to 50 feet tall and can carry up
to 2,000 �lowers! It’s native to the high Andes in Bolivia and Peru with a reproductive cycle of approx. 80 years.
Photo by Waldemar Niclevicz
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We Finally Had A Meeting!!
After fourteen months of waiting, the BSBC was �inally able to come together again. For mid-April it
was unseasonably warm, but the large banyan tree and pavilion provided plenty of shade for those
who attended. There was a nice breeze along with snacks and drinks to help keep everyone cool.
The raf�le table was a sight for sore eyes and as promised, it was �illed with plants that members
had been saving up to donate on this glorious occasion. If you missed it, you really missed out!

Five tables were assembled to hold the bounty of plants, but it wasn’t long before it was realized
that it was going to take a second row on all �ive tables to display them all. As more members
arrived with theirs, space again ran out so a picnic table had to be used to handle the over�low.

By the time the raf�le started, the collection looked more like an annual auction than simply a
monthly raf�le table. There were dozens of mature plants mixed in with pups and even some in full
bloom. A few visitors to the park took notice and stopped by to try their luck as well.

There were even dozens of landscape bromeliads that members brought and laid on the ground to
simply give away to anyone that didn’t have them in their collection. You could really sense that
everyone who came was so tired of the pandemic restrictions and ready for this meeting!
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While we didn’t have the entire group at this initial park outing, there were plenty of familiar faces
present along with some �irst time visitors. There wasn’t a guest speaker at this meeting which
gave everyone time to just sit and relax while chatting with their fellow society members.
After waiting over a year to come together, there was plenty to share and to be grateful for. Several
members have had illness and even critical surgeries since we last met so it was great to see them
back on their feet and with smiles on their faces that no mask could hide. The day came to an end
much too soon with members wanting to know when we can meet again.

We are considering doing another meeting at Heritage Park before the heat of summer is upon us
and we are looking at other locations for inside meetings as well since our normal location of
Deicke will not be an option in 2021. Once we con�irm a date, time, and location for the next meeting, we will of course send you plenty of notice so you can plan to attend.

A special thanks to Sue Mather for her determination and foresight to secure this space so we could
all enjoy it and to all those who brought plants for the raf�le or simply attended. It was so nice to
spend time with our group again and we look forward to the next gathering.
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Pandemic Plant Memes
If there is one positive aspect to this pandemic, it has to be the thousands of memes that have been
created by people with too much time on their hands. It seems the human spirit can endure most
anything when humor is applied. After all, isn’t laughter “the best medicine”? Enjoy these plantbased memes that poke fun at the pandemic, relationships, and our obsession with buying more
plants to enrich our lives and heal our souls.
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For bromeliad lovers, the upper left meme is especially meaningful as you wait for your next pup to
emerge. The other two above poke fun at our obsession with �inding more plants and taking full
advantage of outdoor garden centers during the pandemic. If you haven’t gone this crazy, chances
are you know someone who has. This gives a whole new meaning to the phrase“covid 15”. After all,
wouldn’t you rather add 15 plants to your collection than 15 lbs to your waste line?

Memes that celebrate our neurotic obsessions with
plants shine a light on a part of us that we may not
want to expose or admit. While the meme to the left
leans toward the extreme, you know you’ve done it!

The memes at the top of the next page re�lect on our
desire to save a discarded plant lying around and
then share that desire with those around us whether
they want to hear about it or not!

Every gardener at some point has been at a nursery
or public setting and spied a plant that they’d like to
get a start from. If you haven’t, be glad because the
adrenaline rush and guilt of trying to �igure out how
to do it without getting caught will eat you alive! 6

If you travel occasionally, chances are you worry about your
plants not getting the same loving care you’d give them. If
you’ve ever experienced this, then you can probably relate
to the meme at the right. How long is your “trust list”?
Chances are it may be easier to �ind a pet sitter you’d trust
taking care of your pets than a neighbor you feel could
properly take care of your plants while you’re away.

After all, there’s an art to watering and caring for your
collection. You can’t simply leave instructions with just
anyone and then be able to relax while you’re away. If you
can’t call home to get an update on your plants, chances are
you’ll think twice about a summer vacation next year!
The meme at the right truly speaks
to bromeliad growers. You can’t stop
pups from coming so you must
make room for them even if there’s
no more room left in your garden.
Going vertical with plant stands,
hanging pots from anything that can
support them, even your neighbor’s
yard are all viable solutions. It’s a
never ending battle because there’s
another plant sale coming up that
you simply must attend!

We hope you’ve enjoyed these memes and please share with your fellow gardeners. If you’ve
laughed even once while reading, then your health has increased enough that you can justify
that dessert you were putting off. Remember, “covid 15” has more than one meaning!
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From The Editor
I’ve seen and shared many of the memes on the previous pages and love
how they make me laugh, even if I don’t want to admit that my obsession
borders on a �ine line between needing more plants and an intervention.
What can I say? I’m just a passionate grower!

I also like memes that educate me on things less obvious such as the two
below. Face it, we remember rhymes and words to old songs because they
touch us in ways that simply reading a passage in a book can’t. That is the
beauty of humor. It transcends a point in time and reminds us of things we
may have over looked or forgotten. Like taking time to smell the roses!

The guide above to “Yellow Stripey Things” is a whimsical reminder of which ones can be
friends and which ones to avoid. While you may not have all of these in your yard or gardens,
chances are you’ve learned to respect anything that buzzes with yellow and black.

The owl above is just a hoot, pardon the pun! I’m sure it has been doctored, but the sentiment
it captures is precious and done in a way that reminds us of the need to see and be seen by
others even if we can’t always �ind time to stop by to say “hello”.
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So beyond meme collecting, I do have some recent blooms that I’m so excited to �inally have
in my collection. I’ve got several Quesnelia ‘tim plowman’ and of course love the curly appearance. However, I’ve never had one of mine actually bloom so I was surprised when it �inally
did. You can see my plant (bottom left) has already generated several pups which isn’t
uncommon, but I thought that maybe the “bloom fairy” had passed me by on this one.
The larger ‘tim plowman’ cluster was posted on several FB groups throughout FL. While I’m
not sure whose it is, I’m trying to replicate that colony group with mine. Now that I know it
will bloom and what it looks like, I can rest easy knowing the bloom fairy knows where I live!

Brad’s blooming ‘tim plowman’

Amazing ‘tim plowman’ colony

A Tillandsia I took to the raf�le table
so someone else could enjoy!

One of the many foster plants still
waiting for a home at Markham Park

Until next time,
-Brad
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April Birthdays
Marilyn Barber

Maurice Bruet

Gloria Chernoff

Gina Havens

Jackie Matuseski

Dana Warder

Lou Webber

Upcoming Events, Things to See
There are no major plant shows on the horizon near us as summer is not far
away. We will be working to schedule some nursery tours for the coming months
and will keep you posted.
Last year’s trip to Michael’s in Venice was worth the journey as always, but this
time we will focus on Homestead and Miami areas so it’s easier for others to
attend. Anyone interested in another west-coast trip to Tropi�lora or several nice
bromeliad growers in Naples should reach out to bbtwest@msn.com and let Brad
know so he can work on setting that trip up as well.
As soon as we have the next BSBC meeting scheduled, you’ll receive notice of it
too. Stay well, stay hydrated if you’re outside gardening and please share photos
from your garden so that others can see it as well in the next Scurf issue!
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